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His lighting for Californication
doesn’t involve a lot of gags or elaborate
setups. “I try to keep it simple. We use a
lot of Kino Flos, especially Image 80s,
and we use a lot of 18Ks or 20Ks
through windows. We have a lot of very
beautiful people on the show, which
makes that part of the job a lot easier.
Natascha McElhone is probably the
only one I take a different approach to,
and that’s because Moody keeps Karen
high on a pedestal. To accentuate that,
we try to treat her with a little more oldschool glamour lighting, something
square between the eyes. David is a real
movie star and can take any type of
lighting; bounce a light off the floor, and
he looks great.”
Weaver has collaborated with his
key crew on Californication, including
A-camera operator Andy Graham, Bcamera operator Tim Bellen and key
grip Vidal Cohen, for many years. He
adds, “I worked with gaffer David
Morton for the first five seasons of the
show, until he retired, and Frank
Jacobellis joined me for season six. We’re
a pretty tight-knit crew.”
Last season’s ASC Awardwinning episode, “Suicide Solution,”
was directed by Duchovny. “David and I
work well together — we finish each
other’s sentences like an old married
couple,” says Weaver. “He is a very visual
director, and he comes in with a great
game plan. There’s a dream sequence in
that episode where Moody is writing a
letter to his daughter, and we mixed
16mm, HD, black-and-white and color
to create it. We mounted a Canon
[EOS] 7D to David’s body to get that
kind of surreal feeling. It was a lot of
fun.”
Weaver has also taken his own
turn in the director’s chair, so far for four
episodes. “I can’t say that directing is a
career transition for me, because I really
love being a cinematographer. Directing
means putting on a different creative
cap and approaching storytelling from a
different direction, and I think that
strengthens me as a cinematographer.”
— Jay Holben

A firefighter has a close call in Chicago Fire.

Chicago Fire (NBC)
Cinematographer: Lisa Wiegand
“I’m a real believer that the best
fire effect is fire itself,” says Lisa
Wiegand, director of photography on
Chicago Fire, a series about the firefighters and rescue personnel of Chicago
Firehouse 51. Created by Dick Wolf,
the NBC series places a high premium
on authenticity, and this is reflected in
its locations, its vérité-inflected camerawork and its conflagrations, which are
ignited on a burn stage at Cinespace
Chicago Film Studios.
“I have to say, this is the most
challenging show I’ve ever done,” says
Wiegand, who had just finished shooting in a fierce December blizzard when
she spoke to AC. (“That was brutal, but
it’s important for people to realize we’re
not shooting San Bernardino for
Chicago,” she notes.) She was brought
aboard Chicago Fire by pilot director
Jeffrey Nachmanoff, with whom she
had worked on the series Detroit 1-8-7
(AC March ’11), and she has shot all
episodes of the series so far.
Wolf issued several commandments to the creative team. The first:
Make the city a character. The second:
Never get ahead of your characters. “It’s
easy for a director who’s new to the
show to suggest we place the cameras in
www.theasc.com

one location and have all the trucks
drive up [to it],” says Wiegand. “I have
to remind them that we have to be in
the trucks with the guys instead. That’s
not easy; it takes more time to arrive
with the characters. But it ups the
dramatic stakes, because these guys
never know what they’re in for when
they arrive at a scene.”
To enhance her own understanding of what firefighters encounter and
how fires behave, Wiegand obsessively
watches videos of fires. Some are
provided by the production’s technical
adviser, Steve Chikerotis, a battalion
chief on Chicago’s South Side. Others
she finds on YouTube, recorded by firefighters wearing helmet cameras who
use them as learning tools.
The first lesson they provided,
she says, is that fire produces a lot of
thick, black smoke that makes visibility
nil. That’s not good for television, where
audiences need to see the actors’ faces.
Since the show’s inception, the production team has been on a quest to perfect
ways of making the fire scenes credible
while keeping the acting legible. They
tested fire, smoke and fuel. “Propylene is
really beautiful when you burn it or
make a fireball,” Wiegand says. “It’s got
a lot of texture and creates black smoke
within the fireball itself, but it’s dirty.
Propane is cleaner and burns easier, so
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Trials by Fire

Top: Chicago Fire’s Lt. Kelly Severide (Taylor Kinney, left) and Lt. Matthew Casey
(Jesse Spencer) find themselves pitted against each other after the death of a fellow firefighter.
Bottom: Cinematographer Lisa Wiegand checks the light.

it’s safer, but when you expose it, [the
highlights] tend to burn out a lot
quicker because it doesn’t have those
black elements.”
Fortunately, the Arri Alexa has
the latitude to capture fire detail, even in
the most intense fireballs. (That’s not
the case with the Canon EOS 5D and
7D DSLRs, which are used only for
stunts that don’t involve fire and for car
mounts.) The production typically
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shoots with two Alexas and carries a
third for explosions and Technocrane
days. Footage is captured in ProRes
4:4:4 to SxS cards and transferred to
three hard drives; two serve as backup,
and one is sent to Universal Digital
Services in Los Angeles, where online
post is done. Offline is done at Wolf
Studios on the Universal lot utilizing a
FotoKem NextLab Mobile system.
Wiegand estimates that 90
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percent of the series is shot handheld
either on foot or using a Creeper Butt
Dolly made by Carlos Boiles, a dolly
grip she worked with while doing
second-unit work on the series 24. “It’s a
padded seat connected with variablesized rods to an ultra-smooth, multiskate-wheeled base,” she explains. “The
unique feature is how smoothly the
wheels can change from one direction to
another.”
Her workhorse lenses on Chicago
Fire are Angenieux Lightweight
Optimo zooms, which “we use as zoom
lenses, not as variable primes. We are
constantly zooming within the frame.”
They carry two 15-40mm, 28-76mm
and 45-120mm Optimos, plus two 24290mm for work in studio mode. In
addition, they carry 12mm, 14mm,
135mm and 150mm Cooke S4 primes.
Inside the burn stage, Wiegand
needs a fairly deep f-stop. “I try to keep
it to 200 or 400 ASA when doing these
interior fires because I want to hold the
detail in the flames. I usually shoot
between T5.6 to T8, so any light
coming through those windows and
smoke has to be pretty intense.” These
units range from 1,600-watt Jokers to
18Ks.
To augment the fire and flame
bars provided by special-effects supervisor John Milinac, gaffer Tony Lullo
often utilizes Nine-light Maxi-Brutes
for bigger lighting effects. For more
detailed work, the team uses a “covered
dragon,” a type of covered wagon.
Wiegand explains, “It’s high-intensity
bulbs screwed into a board wrapped
with chicken wire, which is then
wrapped with intense orange gels. We
use 11⁄2 Full CTS to simulate the color
of the flames. Those lights are on their
own flicker generators.”
Reza Tabrizi operates the A
camera, and William Eichler is on B
camera and Steadicam. Their division of
labor often does not follow the traditional wide-and-tight scheme, especially
when smoke is involved. “If you add
smoke until you’re happy with it on the
wide angle, there’s just too much when
you go at it with the telephoto, and the
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shots look like they don’t match,” says
Wiegand. “So we either find ways of
doing things at similar focal lengths on
both cameras or, if we’re on a wider lens
close to the actors’ faces, we’ll have the
other camera on the longer lens getting
shots like silhouettes in the smoke.
“We use lots and lots of white
smoke on set because it’s safer to work
in than black smoke,” she adds. “We’re
conservative about black smoke on set
and add what’s needed in post.”
Occasionally, a complex scene
involves bracketing and composites. For
instance, in a dramatic moment in the
pilot, a floor collapses in a burning
building and two firefighters fall
through it. Using a locked-off camera,
the filmmakers ran separate passes,
sometimes at multiple exposures, for the
falling stuntmen, flaming beams and
falling debris. “We used a slightly wider
lens than we needed for the final shot so
we could push in and put a little handheld motion on it,” says Nachmanoff.
“Then, we composited them all
together and balanced out the exposure
so it looked right.”
Most often, however, Wiegand
controls the exposure as the scene
unfolds in a double-fisted maneuver on
remote iris controls. “I have my own
setup where I work off two 251⁄2-inch
monitors and a dual waveform system,”
says the cinematographer, who does not
use a digital-imaging technician on the
show. “In my hands I have both iris
controls. We have this aesthetic of
following the characters, and sometimes
it involves following them from outside
to inside, or from inside the fire truck to
a sunny exterior. I’m often doing a fivestop iris rack in one shot, and because
we have characters with different skin
tones, I’ll often have to ride the iris just
to make sure I get enough detail on
everyone’s faces.”
Despite the complexity of the
action, sometimes the best solutions are
low-tech. For the episode “Rear View
Mirror,” the team was stymied by one
scene that felt dramatically flat. In it, Lt.
Matthew Casey ( Jesse Spencer) and
two residents are trapped in an eighth-

Fire and
rescue
personnel from
Chicago
Firehouse 51
respond to
a call.
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From left: Mouch (Christian Stolte), Severide, Jose Vargas (Mo Gallini), Capp (Randy Flagler)
and Gabriella Dawson (Monica Raymund) arrive at the scene.

floor apartment while fire rages in the
hallway. As firemen outside maneuver a
ladder to the window, Casey leans
against the apartment door as flames

rescue at a church, there was a guy
hanging off the roof, and we put Reza
up in a 120-foot Condor just cresting
the roof doing handheld. That helped a
lot. Zooming on the barrel with your
hand can feel a lot more organic and
immediate.”
Another signature of the show is
the fire-engine mounts. “Fire trucks are
dream vehicles to mount [cameras] on
because there’s stuff all over them,” says
Nachmanoff. “The poor guys who do
car commercials have gleaming
Porsches — where do you stick something? Fire trucks have handles everywhere!” During prep for the series, key
grip Mike Lewis walked around the
trucks with Wiegand to identify likely
spots. “Mike is hardcore — he likes to
build out of wood so he can screw stuff
all over it and modify it quickly,” says
Wiegand.
A mount inside the cab is also in
frequent use. Wiegand explains, “Mike
puts a 3-foot slider in there and locks it
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lick through its cracks and its inset
window explodes from the heat. “The
first couple of times we rolled on that, it
was just boring,” says Wiegand. “It was

supposed to feel like the fire is beating
on the door, like it was hard for him to
keep that door closed.” After several
takes, Tabrizi asked if he could try
something. “Reza went back in there
and just went nuts with the zoom and
handheld moves,” continues Wiegand.
“Afterward, everyone applauded
because it finally felt like there was a
monster behind that door. It made a
huge difference. It told that story.”
The sequence also included an
element that is becoming one of the
show’s signatures: a high rescue. For
scenes like this, Wiegand typically taps
a 50' Technocrane. “That allows us to
do some great following-firemen-upthe-ladder-type shots,” she says. The
problem, she notes, is the smoothness
of the motorized heads: “It feels a little
too graceful. It’s hard to keep the energy
when you’re on the crane and the zoom
isn’t in your hand.” As an alternative,
she sometimes puts a camera operator
in the air. “In one scene involving a

Wiegand and
director Jeffery
Nachmanoff
confer on
the set.

down, and we put an OConnor 100
[fluid head] on it and get Reza in there
to ride it. We have one of the skinniest
and best first ACs in the business,
Lewis Fowler, who just shoves himself
between two of the seats. I have to pull
iris, so I’m in there with a little monitor.

There’s often just a ton of us in that
truck, and when we land, we swarm out
to capture the firefighters running out of
it.”
— Patricia Thomson
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